
USE LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

Use loch tech solutions
In hot climate shading is very important, also facade color and 
material.
Use groundwater to cool the building
The water from the Aquifer is used to cool the building using 
radiant cooling which is to pump water round the building in-
stead of air.
New walls
New walls are built on each side of the old loadbearing struc-
ture, this to create a air caviry between them which works as an 
insulation for the heat. 
New roof
The new roof will collect water and also keep the water on the 
roof to keep it cool. The roof shape also allow daylight to shine 
in through shaded windows. The collected water is used for ir-
rigation.
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Ground water cooling 
The cold water in the Aquifer is used to 
cool the incoming air to the offices and 
factory and as radiant cooling in the 
ceiling. This radiant systems circulate 
cool water in specialized copper tube 
panels.
Because radiant surfaces are often 
cooled only 2-4°C below the desired 
indoor air temperature it´s a sustainable 
alternative and ideal to use the cool wa-
ter from the Aquifer, on the way in the 
tubes the temperature of the water will 
be appr 20 degrees. 

Heat from the factory
This system also heats the building in 
the winter when it´s necessary, then the 
exsess heat from the process industry is 
used to heat the water.

Collect rain water 
The roofs collect rainwater for irrigation and greywater use. The 
mother plants need approximately 1300 mm water anually. The meen 
precipitation in Caaguazú is between 1600-1800 mm annually.It 
means that it is not a lack of water rather a question of distribution. 
By collecting water from the roof area. Appr 15000 square meter. It 
will almost cover the need of water for irrigation.   
Keep water on the roof
The roof keeps water which slows the daywater flooding and also 
helps to cool the building.
Like in Alhambra open water also helps to keep a cooler climate dur-
ing hot days with the open pools in access to the recreational areas.

Natural ventilation 
Operable windows afford a high level of 
occupant comfort, without maintaining 
rigorous air temperature settings, when 
occupants are given control over their 
space and allowed to adopt seasonal 
dress. 
The natural ventilation is constructed 
as a venturi system. The wind blows 
through the roof and creates a vacum 
which sucks the wind out from the 
building. Air intakes are placed low and 
is cooled by a radiant cooling tube.
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Use the sun with low tech but 
stabil solar tubes heaters heats water for 
the process and for the other use. The 
exessive heat from the process in the 
factory is used to warm the the build-
ing when it´s needed in the winter. The 
solar tubes is placed in the ridge of the 
roof. Because of the cheap and clean 
electricity there is no need to use the 
sun to produce the electricity.

COLLECT WATER FOR IRRIGATION

Natural shading 
The simplest, most effective way to cool 
a building and reduce energy consump-
tion is shading. Up to 40% of the costs 
of cooling can be saved by shading 
techniques such as landscaping, and 
working the drapes and blinds.
Use a trellis the same as for the plants, 
to make a shaded parking and shaded 
outdoor communication

The Guarni Aquifer
The Gurarni aquifer is the largest un-
derground fresh water resource in the 
world.
It has a constant temperature of 13 de-
grees and is located about 100 m under 
the site. 
An aquifer is a wet underground layer 
of water-bearing permeable rock or 
unconsolidated materials (gravel, sand, 
silt, or clay) from which groundwater 
can be usefully extracted using a water 
well.

Humid Subtropical 
climate
The Humid Subtropical climate zone 
is found mostly on the eastern sides of 
continents. Rain falls throughout the 
year with annual averages between 80 
and 165 cm. Summer days are humid 
and hot, from the lower 30s up to 40°C. 
Afternoon and evening thunderstorms 
are common. These conditions are due 
to warm tropical air passing over the hot 
continent. Winters are mild, but mid-
dle-latitude storms called cyclones may 
bring snow and rain. The southeastern 
United States, with its hot humid sum-
mers and mild, but frosty winters, is 
typical of this climate zone.
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Integrated shading on all 
windows which have large ovehanging 
exterior sun shaders and the north fac-
ing facade has a transparent brick wall 
which fades the sun. The most exposed 
windows also have extra wood shutters 
and deep placed windows.

Air as insulation 
In the cavity which is created between 
the two walls built up on each side of 
the preserved loadbearing concrete 
structure.  In the hot humid climate in 
Paraguay it´s not possible to use ther-
mal energy. This is because of the small 
temperature difference between day and 
night temperature.

Facade and roof color 
An important consideration in passive 
cooling is house color. Dark-colored 
home exteriors absorb 70% to 90% of 
the radiant energy from the sun that 
strikes the home’s surfaces. Some of this 
absorbed energy is transferred into your 
home by way of conduction, resulting 
in heat gain. In contrast, light-colored 
surfaces effectively reflect most of the 
heat away from your home. 
The roof is covered with light colored 
gravel and a filt material that keeps 
the water and helps to cool the build-
ing. The energy of the sun evaporates 
the water instead of heating the roof. 
In heavy rains it´s slows the daywater 
flooding.

Natural daylight as far 
as possible to light up the fac-
tory, this to create a stimulating work-
ing atmosphere and to save electricity. 
And all workspaces where possible have 
views and operable windows.

The roof allows natural daylight and ventilation
 


